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About This Game

Grottesco Absurdus is a bright transference crossover, absurd and chaotic. A vibrant mixture of childhood fantasies and fears
becomes an unpredictable story.

It's a fair deal! Join us!

Grottesco Absurdus is a surreal story, consisting of fun mini-games in different genres.

Top-down shooter.

Side-scrolling shooter.

Quest.

Puzzle.

2D hardcore platformer.

Casual.

Arcade.
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Would you like to know what is waiting for you here? Your adventure is going to be fun and one of a kind!

More than 7 game worlds.

Dozens of various heroes.

Different game techniques and visual styles.

Pixel and hand-drawn animation.

Simple mouse control, easy for any age.

Authentic music ranged from 8-bit compositions to blues guitar parts.

Including original soundtrack.

Grottesco Absurdus is the perfect cure for boredom and depression for the best price!
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grottesco absurdus

Every bit of the fun of super mash brothers without any of that pesky infringing IP!

It's fun to bring in an inexperienced player as co-op vs a single CPU opponent as couch play, it helps build confidence quickly to
bat a cpu player back and forth across the stage. Wow. Just... wow. When I heard of a Pajama Sam game I never played when I
was a child, I instantly bought it, without looking at the reviews. Let me tell you, I should have read the reviews. This game is
ABSOLUTE RUBBISH. I thought the re-dub of Spy Fox in Dry Cereal was terrible. Not only is this the worst voice acted HE
game I've ever played (And I played them all, sans this one), its also the worst designed. The world is absolute rubbish, and not
just because it happens in the land of garbage. After coming from the food world of Pajama Sam 3: You are what you eat from
your head to your feet, which was brilliantly made, this feels like it should have been the prototype before the first Putt Putt and
Fatty Bear games. I now know why I missed this game as a child, it should have never existed.. Game crashes while loading
missions and the controls are too sensitive in Hellfire. But it looks great just wish I could play through single player.. Found this
game off finding its werid steam market items people are selling but in all very fun free to play thast can deffinetly frustrate you
enough to come back for more in order to beat the game, 9/10 would toke to it again. By far the best IDE I ever used. Every tool
you can think of is available.Very responsive support. No regrets despite the high price. *downloads game*
*starts up game*
"Oh this looks pretty cute! Let's give it a try!"
*clicks PLAY*
*instantly dies*
"Whoops, I'm gonna have to watch out for that"
*clicks play*
*dies*
"That was weird, I pressed jump but I didn't jump; I must have misclicked"
*clicks play*
*jumps*
*dies anyway*
"Okay, that's a little annoying. I can't seem to get over this double spike"
*replays 50 times*
"Are you kidding me?! That was impossible!"

Moral of the story:
Every time you click play, you die in little more inside.. It's dark souls in shooter-form. All the way.
It's incredibly tough but rewarding.
It has shortcuts.
You loose a lot when you die.
It's incredibly tough.
You've got to play careful your first time around.
It's incredibly tough.
The gunplay is pretty fun.
It's got a main hub.

...

Did I mention that it's incredibly tough?

Please, buy this game. We need more like it. A lot more in fact.. At this price it's a steal! The soundtrack is really amazing and
can be played on various occasions. This pack also includes some exlusives that are not in the game, so if you like the style of
the OST it's a must-have!
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I haven't played this game till now. Mousecraft is a entertaining puzzle-game, which is basically a mix of Lemmings and Tetris.

You have to guide three mice (which behave like lemmings) through a level full of dangeres to a piece of cheese. To help the
mice there are Tetris-like blocks to build a path. New items are introduced step by step in the game which enrich the puzzle
experience and bring diversion to the game.

Guiding all three mice to the cheese is more or less easy, but there are also collectible crystals and it can be very tricky to get all
of them. Better said: to leed the mice to all cristals.

Despite beeing an indie game programmed by a small game studio Mousecraft offers good graphics and performance and seems
quite professional. And the most important thing: it's quite fun to play!

(Review after 27/80 Levels). In understanding that this game is very early alpha, it could result in a worthwhile game. I do
support their effort and encourage financially supporting the title. The skill progression based system where even stamina is
increased upon running is akin to morrowind/ultima online. There are a few exploitable NPCs right now that give amazing gear
immediately upon login. I've found one boulder throwing boss in a cave that was tough for a bit. Lots to explore. Let it be
known that I can't find a way off the first island, as I think there is no additional content yet.. Emporium is meditative and
ethereal, and immensely sad.

Effectively a 2.5D walking simulator, with minimal interactivity, a fractured narrative, and haunting mood. It is beautifully
presented, with dreamlike imagery and ambient sounds. It lasts about 30mins, and is worth playing twice to see all dialogue.

For me it was an unforgettable experience, but it won’t appeal to everyone. It’s slow, echoingly empty and lonely, and aching
with despair. But if you like experimental non-linear narrative, or just appreciating a dreamlike and melancholy mood perfectly
evoked, Emporium excels at this.

The atmosphere is a bit like walking around in the surrealist paintings of Jeffrey Smart: a tiny figure beside vast, anonymous
urban buildings, which warp into each other impossibly. Even the vantage point of the camera, distant and detached, reinforces
the sense of loneliness that pervades every scene.

It’s one of the most emotionally affecting games I have played. It is heavy with feelings that you could name as depression or
regret, but no words really capture the pure wordless sorrow of it. It’s all the more impactful for being slightly abstract and
ambiguous, creating a world that you experience as the reflections of a despairing mind, in the fragmented but looping form that
such mental ruminations often take, with minor details left unclear. Language, as with other aspects, is used sparingly, so that
“less is more”, as well as matching the theme.

It’s rare that a game evokes such emotions and does not try to define or make sense of it. Emporium presents its story without
judgement, without telling you what to feel, and without pretending to resolve anything.

Emporium is a game doing what a work of art should: letting you glimpse into someone else’s mind, expanding a medium to
convey its story, enveloping you in its world and moods, and making you feel something beyond what there are words for.
. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. If you love point and click games, you'll love this one. It
doesn't feel tedious as other games do and the pixel art really has something going for it. It felt like a really fresh experience
FMPOV because Chinese culture is very unrepresented in modern games.

So yea. Definitely recommending it!
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